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Vibrational modes of the relatively strongly bound H2He+ molecular ion and its deuterated congener
D2He

+ are investigated by low-resolution multi-photon photodissociation spectroscopy, using a combina-
tion of a 4 K cryogenic ion-trap machine and the free-electron-laser FELIX. The band origins obtained are
fully explained by accurate variational calculations of the rovibrational states of H2He+ and D2He+ based
on the three-dimensional potential energy surface of Koner et al. (2019). Results from second-order
vibrational perturbation theory, based on a linear H–H–He equilibrium structure, agree well with those
of the variational calculations for energies up to about 1300 cm�1. This suggests that H2He+ and D2He+

may either be considered as linear triatomic molecules with a degenerate bending mode, or as Van der
Waals complexes with a strongly hindered rotation of He around the Hþ2 and Dþ2 subunits. The variational
calculations show that in states close to the dissociation limit, 1794 and 1852 cm�1 for para- and ortho-
H2He+, respectively, the angular internal motion becomes delocalized. The low-resolution experiments
corroborate the linear structure of the ions and identify the bright IR-active HH-stretch fundamental in
H2He+ at about 1840 cm�1 and the DD-stretch fundamental in D2He+ at about 1309 cm�1, both with an
uncertainty of 0.5%, in good agreement with the calculations. The experiments also confirm the Hþ2 –He
bend and stretch fundamentals calculated at 632 and 732 cm�1 and the Dþ2 –He bend and stretch funda-
mentals at 473 and 641 cm�1, respectively.

� 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

H2He+ is a fundamental open-shell molecular system consisting
of two protons, one a-particle, and three electrons. To the best of
our knowledge it was first detected, in 1925, in a mass spectrum
by Hogness and Lunn [1]. This molecular ion, as well as larger com-
plexes of the He-solvated series H2Heþn , have been unambiguously
observed by mass-spectrometric means in a drift tube [2] and in
He-droplet experiments [3].

As the H2He+ molecular ion is composed of the only elements
abundantly available at the very beginning of the universe, it might
have been formed at the earliest stages of chemical evolution. Most
importantly, it must have played a crucial role as the intermediate
in the fundamental inelastic or reactive collisions between Hþ2 ions
and He atoms, as well as in the collision between the first molecule
of the primordial universe, the HeH+ ion, detected recently [4] in
the hot gas of the planetary nebula NGC7027, and hydrogen atoms.
Therefore, the detailed knowledge of at least the ~X R potential
energy surface (PES) of H2He+ [5,6] is of fundamental importance
for astronomy (the excited electronic states of H2He+ are well sep-
arated from the ground state). Due to the presence of two H atoms,
the molecular ion has two nuclear-spin isomers, ortho- and para-
H2He+ (a similar statement holds for D2He+).

The ~X2Rþ PES of H2He+ has been explored experimentally by
numerous reactive scattering experiments through the reaction
Hþ2 ðvÞ + He and its isotopic variants [7–11], where v is the vibrational
quantum number. Due to its endothermicity of 0.806 eV [7], the reac-
tion exhibits strong enhancement upon vibrational excitation.

Experimental investigations of the (ro) vibrational bound states
of H2He+ via spectroscopy are extremely sparse. The only investiga-
tion available up to date, due to Carrington and co-workers [12,13],
is an unusual one, in which a mass-selected and highly-excited
beam of H2He+ ions was subjected to microwave radiation. Those
ions very close to the dissociation limit were subsequently dissoci-
ated by an electric field and the Hþ2 fragments counted as a function
of the excitation frequency. Several microwave and millimeter-
wave transitions have been observed for H2He+ [13]; in particular,
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a para transition close to 21.8 GHz and an ortho transition at
15.2 GHz, exhibiting fine- and hyperfine substructure. As the states
involved in these transitions are close to the dissociation limit, the
interpretation of these spectra provided a considerable challenge
for first-principles computations [6].

Scattering and photodissociation simulations on the related
PESs, as well as bound rovibrational states and transitions between
these states in the ground electronic state of H2He+ have all been
calculated with increasing accuracy during the last decades
[6,12,14–25]. In the most recent work [6], high-level ab initio com-
putations were used to construct two very similar analytical PESs,
Table 1
Rovibrational energy levels of H2He+ from CCVM calculations. The approximate quantum nu
are mixed by Coriolis coupling.

para-H2He+, dissociation limit 0: Hþ2 ðv ¼ 0; j ¼ 0Þ + He

parity e
k J ¼ 0 J ¼ 1 J ¼ 2
0 �1793.9100 �1785.7456 �1769.4259 �1
1 �1153.8922 �1138.1614 �1
0 �1062.3122 �1054.9462 �1040.2212 �1
0 �659.8318 �652.0388 �636.4863 �
1 �562.4269 �554.2751 �
2 �539.8618 �
0 �538.2728 �531.0274 �516.5188 �
0 �300.6222 �295.0990 �284.0509 �
1 �212.5983 �201.4328 �
0 �214.0134 �209.6966 �200.8680 �
2 �177.3430 �
1 �154.6440 �139.8068 �
0 �109.8312 �105.4874 �96.9863
0 �60.7977 �57.1436 �49.8068
0 �16.0065 �14.3159 �11.0230
0 �1.5401 �0.9845 �0.0804
parity f

1 �1153.5711 �1137.1921 �1
1 �561.1550 �551.7892 �
2 �538.5092 �
1 �212.4118 �200.7862 �
2 �177.3710 �
1 �154.8206 �140.1269 �
ortho-H2He+, dissociation limit 58.3124 cm�1: Hþ2 ðv ¼ 0; j ¼ 1Þ + He
parity e

k J ¼ 0 J ¼ 1 J ¼ 2
0 �1793.9093 �1785.7450 �1769.4254 �1
1 �1153.9249 �1138.1849 �1
0 �1062.2765 �1054.9132 �1040.1934 �1
0 �657.8564 �650.1900 �634.8830 �
1 �564.5792 �555.6514 �
2 �538.8675 �
0 �537.5536 �530.4963 �516.2789 �
1 �263.1765 �252.2197 �
0 �254.1435 �248.6453 �237.5731 �
0 �189.9439 �186.0880 �176.8071 �
1 �174.2914 �159.5639 �
2 �127.7872 �
1 �68.8869 �60.5497
0 �48.2670 �44.8744 �38.1982
1 �27.1164 �15.6317
0 18.4100 22.3442 28.7083
1 30.4736 36.4081
0 39.5628 42.9216 49.2003
1 54.4848 56.6101
0 55.6552 56.9079 58.2551
parity f

1 �1153.6077 �1137.2268 �1
1 �563.6444 �553.6612 �
2 �537.9399 �
1 �262.8018 �250.8828 �
1 �175.9529 �163.0626 �
2 �127.8158 �
1 �68.6670 �59.9106
1 �27.5906 �16.9382
1 29.9116 34.5573
1 54.5926 56.3036
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accurately including the important long-range part of the interac-
tion between Hþ2 and He. Both PESs feature a global minimum with
an equilibrium dissociation energy of De ¼ 2735 cm�1 at the linear
H–H–He configuration. One of these PESs, called FCI, is heavily uti-
lized during the present study. In Ref. [6], computations of the
bound states on these PESs were executed with two different vari-
ational techniques, one utilizing the DVR3D code [26] and the
other a coupled-channels variational method (CCVM) [27]. Both
yielded the lowest bound state at �1794 cm�1, which corresponds
to a dissociation energy of D0 ¼ 1794 cm�1 for para-H2He+ and
D0 ¼ 1852 cm�1 for ortho-H2He+ (the latter is higher by about
mber k corresponds to the projection of J onto the Hþ2 –He axis R; different values of k

J ¼ 3 J ¼ 4 J ¼ 5 J ¼ 6
744.9687 �1712.4011 �1671.7591 �1623.0883
114.6113 �1083.2991 �1044.3048 �997.7342
018.1510 �988.7549 �952.0563 �908.0805
613.2428 �582.4166 �544.1638 �498.7059
538.3626 �515.9214 �487.2021 �452.3557
515.3600 �484.3458 �447.0176 �403.6516
494.6779 �465.3325 �428.2043 �383.0657
267.5138 �245.6279 �218.7084 �187.2875
187.4625 �168.8983 �144.8920 �115.0667
184.7947 �163.2747 �137.2054 �106.9923
160.3962 �137.6056 �108.8875 �74.2254
118.1424 �90.1826 �57.0053 �32.0779
�84.7071 �69.1914 �50.6674 �17.3708
�38.7917 �24.3893 �8.0949
�6.3126 �0.6845

112.6540 �1079.9935 �1039.2603 �990.5168
533.5403 �507.9355 �475.2482 �435.6702
512.4039 �479.0583 �438.3645 �390.3449
183.5501 �160.9711 �133.4036 �101.2238
160.4629 �137.6661 �108.8531 �73.9986
118.2691 �89.4298 �53.8527 �11.9027

J ¼ 3 J ¼ 4 J ¼ 5 J ¼ 6
744.9683 �1712.4008 �1671.7590 �1623.0884
114.6224 �1083.2960 �1044.2872 �997.7037
018.1303 �988.7427 �952.0532 �908.0861
611.9896 �581.5960 �543.8286 �498.8688
539.3139 �516.2964 �486.9120 �451.4157
514.1997 �483.2973 �446.3583 �403.3916
494.6767 �465.3467 �427.9695 �382.5138
236.4432 �216.0998 �191.1843 �161.6599
221.0038 �199.4074 �173.4850 �143.7602
161.4668 �139.9266 �112.4335 �79.6339
138.4376 �110.7061 �76.0767 �34.5730
110.4400 �87.4584 �58.9374 �25.0044
�48.3629 �32.5161 �13.1131 9.8467
�28.4248 �15.7706 �0.4739 17.2797
�27.3970 1.6627 37.3617 55.6235

0.9802 20.9859 40.5563
36.5138 45.6453 55.2153
44.4892 54.0577
55.4116

112.6860 �1080.0223 �1039.2852 �990.5377
535.6203 �510.2378 �477.7349 �438.2883
511.6998 �478.2236 �437.4526 �389.4213
233.3604 �210.5984 �182.9822 �150.8663
143.4725 �117.0023 �83.6388 �43.8879
110.5865 �87.9073 �59.9876 �26.9424
�47.1821 �30.8058 �11.0218 12.1083
�27.3987 1.6625 37.3375
�1.1404 18.9917 40.8410
41.4620 50.5264



Fig. 1. Scheme showing the path of the FELIX laser beam (red) through the 22-pole
trapping machine FELION. After exiting the evacuated FELIX beamline through a
window (W, on the very left), the pulsed laser beam enters a purged laser table
containing two guiding mirrors (M), which steer the beam through the 22-pole
trapping machine into a power meter (P). All windows (W) are made of KRS-5,
which permits experiments down to about 250 cm�1. The blue arrow indicates the
way of the ion bunches from the storage ion source into the 22-pole ion trap. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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58 cm�1 due to dissociation into Hþ2 ðj ¼ 1Þ, see also Table 1, where j
is the quantum number associated with the rotation of the dia-
tomic Hþ2 unit). The PES of H2He+(~X2Rþ) is thus characterized by
a relatively deep well and allows the ion to harbour more than a
dozen vibrational states and hundreds of bound rovibrational
states with total angular momenta up to J ¼ 21, where J is the
quantum number corresponding to the overall rotation of the
molecular ion. In another study, a plethora of rovibrational reso-
nances [28] with widely different lifetimes were found beyond
the dissociation limit, though utilizing a different, less sophisti-
cated PES [29]. All the bound states essentially correspond to
strongly coupled Hþ2 –He stretching and bending motions, while
the H–H stretch motion is expected to be around 1800 cm�1, which
is just below the dissociation limit of ortho-H2He+. The high quality
of the recent first-principles computations facilitate reliable
assignment suggestions [6], in particular for the near-dissociation
spectra measured some 20 years ago [13]. Since the dissociation
energy is in the infrared range probed by our experiments, one
must address the question whether the spectral features observed
can be interpreted as those belonging to a semirigid linear mole-
cule or require sophisticated variational treatments whereby rigid-
ity of the molecular ion is not assumed.

To the best of our knowledge, no experimental (ro) vibrational
spectroscopic data, apart from those already mentioned [12,13],
are available for this molecule and its isotopologues, despite the
potential astronomical relevance these data possess. To improve
our knowledge about the structure and dynamics of the H2He+

and D2He+ systems, we need to obtain high-resolution rovibra-
tional and rotational spectra of these elusive molecules, preferen-
tially yielding their fundamental transitions and beyond. On our
path to generate this knowledge, we present here the first low-
resolution vibrational fingerprints of H2He+ and D2He+, obtained
by using a combination of a 4 K cryogenic ion trap apparatus [30]
and the widely tunable free electron laser at the FELIX facility
[31]. Furthermore, we present accurate variational calculations of
the rovibrational states and transitions of H2He+ and D2He+, based
on the three-dimensional FCI potential surface described in Ref. [6],
as well as second-order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2)
[32–34] calculations based on the linear H–H–He equilibrium
structure.

As to the structure of the rest of this paper, the experimental
details are given in Section 2, while the rovibrational eigenstate
calculations are described in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 summarize
the spectral results obtained during this study for H2He+ and
D2He+, respectively, as well as a comparison of the experimental
results with their computational counterparts, aiding the under-
standing of all the experimental features. Finally, in Section 6, we
sketch a path how to obtain high-resolution spectra for the two
ions investigated. The approach outlined is similar to that taken
recently for the proton–helium cations HHeþn [35–37]. Section 6
also contains a summary of the results of this study.
2. Experimental details

2.1. Experimental setup

The experimental setup employed during this study is eluci-
dated using the scheme shown in Fig. 1. The central part of this
experiment is a 22-pole ion trapping machine, called FELION
[30], which is nearly identical to the one described in detail in
Ref. [38]. Molecular ions are produced in an external storage ion
source. In this source, electrons with small kinetic energy (<
20 eV) are used to ionize (and also fragment) the precursor gas.
After mass selection in a linear quadrupole mass filter, an ensem-
ble of several ten thousand ions is injected into the cold 22-pole
3

ion trap [39] and stored there for typically a few seconds. For a
standard experiment, the trap is held at its lowest temperature,
T ¼ 4 K. A �100 ms-long He pulse at the beginning of the trapping
cycle cools the ions and leads to the efficient formation of cation-
helium complexes by ternary collisions. During the trapping time,
the ionic complexes are exposed to the tunable IR pulses of FELIX
[31] (see Fig. 1). After the storage period, the ion cloud is extracted
from the trap, mass-selected by a second mass filter, and the num-
ber of ions in a pre-selected mass channel is counted by an effec-
tive ion counter. Such storage cycles are repeated typically 2–3
times to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, after which the FELIX
laser is tuned to the next frequency setting.

The FELIX laser is operated at its maximum repetition rate of
10 Hz. The pulses have an energy content varying from 8 to
14 mJ (at the user station), depending on the wavelength region.
The beam enters and exits the 22-pole trapping machine by a pair
of KRS-5 windows, after which it is stopped by a power meter (see
Fig. 1). The laser power is constantly monitored by this meter in
order to normalize the obtained spectra to power. The bandwidth
of FELIX is transform-limited with a typical resolution of 0.5% full
width at half maximum of the central frequency (e.g., Dm ¼ 5 cm�1

at m ¼ 1000 cm�1). With this resolution, we are generally not able
to resolve single rovibrational lines, but can only recover the envel-
opes of the vibrational bands. In our experiments, the trapping
cycle time of 3 s was synchronized to the frequency of the main
electrical power supply. By this, synchronization with the 1 s cycle
of the cold head was achieved (important for stable tagging with
He at 4 K), as well as synchronization to the 10 Hz laser pulses of
FELIX.

2.2. Experimental conditions

In the current experiment, we used hydrogen gas (Linde 6.0) in
the ion source to produce Hþ2 . In order to avoid excitation of the
produced ions, the electron energy was reduced to about 17 eV
and the hydrogen gas was diluted in helium in a ratio 1:4 (H2:
He), so that efficient quenching/removal of excited Hþ2 could occur.
Furthermore, the gas pressure in the source was minimized in
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order to keep the leakage of H2 gas into the ion trap region to a
minimum. The first quadrupole mass filter was driven at a high fre-
quency of 2.74 MHz in order to efficiently transmit and select the
ions with mass 2 u. When Hþ2 is injected into the 4 K cold ion trap
filled with helium (and a small contamination of H2), a series of
processes occur, which are illustrated and explained in Fig. 2,
showing a typical mass spectrum observed. Similarly, for the inves-
tigation of D2He+, a 4:1 mixture of helium and deuterium (Praxair
2.8) is admitted to the source, and the first mass filter is set to
select Dþ2 ions at mass 4 u. A typical mass spectrum recorded after
a trapping time of 1.5 s is shown in Fig. 3, exemplifying the effi-
cient production of D2He+, as well as D2Heþ2 .

The H2He+ and D2He+ ions are formed in the trap in the first
100 ms of the He pulse and the rest of the trapping time they are
irradiated by the FELIX beam. When the FELIX frequency is on res-
onance, IR photodissociation (IRPD) occurs, e.g.,

H2He
þ !n�hmHþ2 þHe; ð1Þ

which is observed as a decrease in the number of the detected par-
ent ion H2He+ (similar for D2He+). In the dissociation process one
photon (n ¼ 1) or more photons (n > 1) may be needed to reach
the dissociation limit. These photons might be absorbed sequen-
tially if the time in-between these events is shorter than the radia-
tive lifetime of the excited state. The corresponding excitation
process is called multiple photon absorption. Alternatively, because
of the very short light pulses of the FELIX laser the excitation pro-
cess can also occur in a coherent fashion called multi-photon
absorption. The actual mechanism will depend on several factors
and lead to different band-profiles as will be discussed below.

The spectral signal for the measurements is obtained by count-
ing the number of parent ions, cðf Þ, as function of the FELIX fre-
quency f (in cm�1). This is converted into a normalized spectrum
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Fig. 2. A typical mass spectrum illustrating the rich chemistry when Hþ2 ions are
injected into a 4 K cloud of He atoms. The mass-selected Hþ2 ions have been injected
into the 22-pole trap and stopped by a �100 ms-long He pulse. The resulting ion
cloud has been extracted from the trap after a trapping time of 1.5 s. Small H2

contaminations in the trap (contained in the He pulse and primarily leaking in from
the ion source) lead to the efficient formation of Hþ3 (mass 3 u) by the reaction Hþ2 +
H2 ! Hþ3 + H. Additionally, excited hydrogen ions initiate the reaction Hþ�2 + He !
HHe+ + H [8,10]. Further ternary collisions with He atoms lead from HHe+ (mass 5 u)
to HHeþ2 (mass 9 u), and even HHeþ3 can be detected (mass 13 u, green arrow). Of
interest in this work is the ternary reaction Hþ2 + 2He! H2He+ + He, leading to the
formation of H2He+ (mass 6 u). A second He atom can also be attached, leading to
H2He

þ
2 , but not a third (see red arrow), being an indication that H2He

þ
2 has a linear

symmetric configuration, in accordance with our ab initio computations (not
detailed). The ion signal at mass 18 and 19 u is due to water contamination
contained in the He pulse.
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by using sðf Þ ¼ ðc0 � cðf ÞÞ=ðc0 � Pðf ÞÞ, with Pðf Þ being the
frequency-dependent laser power and c0 the H2He+ (or similarly
D2He+) counts with the FELIX radiation being off-resonant.
3. Theory

3.1. Preliminaries

In its ~X2Rþ ground electronic state H2He+ may be considered as
a semi-rigid open-shell molecular ion with a linear equilibrium
structure of C1v point-group symmetry. Nevertheless, especially
in its higher rovibrational states, we may also consider H2He+ as
a more or less floppy Van der Waals complex that tunnels between
two equivalent linear equilibrium structures with He on either side
of the Hþ2 subunit and assign it to the permutation-inversion sym-
metry group G4, also called molecular-symmetry (MS) group
C2v(M) [40]. As mentioned above, this molecular ion has two
nuclear-spin isomers, ortho and para (o/p). The fine and hyperfine
splittings in the rovibrational spectrum of H2He+, due to coupling
of electron spin and total nuclear spin, and coupling of the resul-
tant to the rotational angular momentum of the nuclei, are pre-
dicted to be quite small, on the order of 0.003 cm�1 [6,12,18].
Therefore, they can be safely neglected during the rovibrational
calculations and the simulation of the low-resolution results stud-
ied here. When considering H2He+ and D2He+ as semi-rigid mole-
cules, their vibrational modes can be approximately described by
the ðv1 v2 v3Þ � ðv r vb vsÞ notation [14,15], with v i labeling the
quanta for the H–H stretch, H–H–He bend, and H–He stretch,
respectively. At higher vibrational excitation this notation is not
particularly meaningful due to the strong mixing of the modes.
The bend mode labeled with v2 has vibrational angular momen-
tum lv2 ranging from �v2 to þv2 in steps of 2. Furthermore, J is
the quantum number corresponding to the overall rotation of the
molecular ion. The quantum number k, the projection of J and of
jHþ2 or jDþ2 onto the axis R that points from the Hþ2 (D

þ
2 ) center of

mass to the He nucleus (see Fig. 4), is the same as lv2 in the
semi-rigid molecule notation. Usually one labels states with the
absolute value of k and distinguishes the parity-adapted plus and



Fig. 4. Sketch of the angular momentum vectors in the H2He+ system. J and jHþ2 have
the same projection k onto the R axis. The origin of J has been shifted from the
center-of-mass of the overall complex (C.M.) to the center-of-mass of Hþ2 for easier
viewing.
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minus combinations of þk and �k functions by their spectroscopic
parity e and f [41].

3.2. Structure and energetics

The open-shell H2He+ and D2He+ molecular ions contain only
three electrons; thus, their electronic structure can be investigated
at the full configuration interaction (FCI) level, which is equivalent
to coupled cluster theory with all single, double, and triple substi-
tutions (CCSDT) [42]. Although an accurate PES at the FCI level was
already calculated by Koner et al. [6] and we used this potential in
our variational calculations, we performed additional electronic-
structure calculations in view of our VPT2 study of the rovibra-
tional levels and in order to compute the dipole moment surface
that we used in our calculations of the transition line strengths.
We utilized the CFOUR [43], the MRCC [42,44,45], and the Gaus-
sian1_6 [46] codes and employed the aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-
pVQZ basis sets, members of the correlation-consistent (cc) family
[47] of atom-centered, fixed-exponent, Gaussian basis functions.

According to the aug-cc-pVQZ FCI (CCSDT) optimization, the
equilibrium HH and HHe distances in the global minimum of
~X2Rþ H2He+ are re(HH) = 1.098 Å and re(HHe) = 1.024 Å, respec-
tively. The transition state (TS) connecting the two equivalent min-
ima of H2He+ (He on the left and right of the central Hþ2 unit) is
characterized by re(HH) = 1.049 Å and re(HHe) = 2.159 Å (no pri-
mary bond between H and He) and it has C2v point-group symme-
try. The energy difference between the global minimum and the TS,
without vibrational correction, is 2383 cm�1; thus, somewhat less
than De. In line with the structural characteristics of the TS, its har-
monic wavenumbers are 2361(a1), 227(a1), and 278i(b2) cm�1. All
these values were obtained at the aug-cc-pVQZ FCI level. Thus, at
the highest energies of IR excitation the dynamics switches from
a single-minimum to a symmetric double-well problem, with
appropriate consequences for the measurable spectra of the molec-
ular ion.

3.3. VPT2 results

For H2He+, the harmonic fundamentals at the aug-cc-pVQZ FCI
[UCCSD(T)] level are 1937[1940], 721[730], and 988[992] cm�1,
showing the consistency of the results. The VPT2 anharmonic cor-
rections [34] computed are only substantial for m3, at the aug-cc-
pVQZ FCI[UCCSD(T)] level they are �103ð�100Þ;�73ð�79Þ, and
�242ð�247Þ cm�1, respectively (quite good agreement even for
the anharmonic corrections). Thus, the ab initio VPT2 computations
predict an intense m1ðrþÞ fundamental at 1835 cm�1. Furthermore,
the same VPT2 computations predict the first overtone of the bend,
2m2, at 1258 cm�1, and the overtone of the HHe stretch, 2m3, at
1280 cm�1.
5

At the aug-cc-pVQZ FCI[UCCSD(T)] levels the harmonic funda-
mentals of D2He+ are 1371[1370], 523[523], and 807[806] cm�1,
adding confidence to the reliability of the computed results. The
VPT2 results of this study, corresponding to the aug-cc-pVQZ FCI
level of electronic-structure theory, are as follows. The anharmonic
DD stretch fundamental, m1, is at 1299 cm�1 and it has high inten-
sity. The doubly-degenerate bending fundamental, m2, is at
481 cm�1, while the DHe stretch fundamental, m3, is at 644 cm�1.
The VPT2 computations predict the first overtone of the bend at
943 cm�1, with a surprisingly large intensity, larger than that of
the DHe stretch fundamental. The overtone of the DHe stretch,
2m3, is at 1175 cm�1, with an intensity similar to that of the other
overtone. There are no predicted bands of any intensity between
1300 and 1800 cm�1. The first band with significant intensity is
the stretch combination band, m1 þ m3, at 1975 cm�1.

The vibrational anharmonicities mentioned above, obtained
through the VPT2 scheme [34], have been computed with the help
of the CFOUR [43] package. The VPT2 treatment takes into account
neither that the lowest dissociation energy (D0) of H2He+ is less
than m1 nor the double-well nature of the PES of H2He+. When
the VPT2 results are meaningful, that is at lower-energy excita-
tions, they fully support the variational results of this study (vide
infra). Thus, in what follows only the variational results will be dis-
cussed in detail; the VPT2 results are listed, alongside the varia-
tional ones, in Table 3 (vide infra).
3.4. Dynamics

Two different, independently coded, variational nuclear-motion
approaches were employed to calculate the rovibrational energy
levels and wavefunctions of H2He+ and D2He+. In the first one the
Tl k one-photon dipole transition amplitudes in the spectrum of
H2He+ and D2He+ were evaluated as Tl k / hWl j l̂eðpÞ j Wki
dðEl � Ek � �hxpÞ, where eðpÞ and �hxp are the polarization vector
and the photon energy of the probe pulse, respectively, and l is
the dipole vector. The rovibrational j Wii wave functions and the
Ei eigenenergies were obtained by solving the time-independent
rovibrational Schrödinger equation in full dimension, employing
the variational D2FOPI protocol [48] and the PES of Koner et al.
[6]. In the D2FOPI program, the rovibrational Hamiltonian of a tri-
atomic molecule is constructed in an orthogonal coordinate system
(Jacobi coordinates in this study) using a mixed discrete variable
representation (DVR) and finite basis representation [49] along
the vibrational degrees of freedom, and symmetry adapted Wigner
matrices as rotational basis functions. The C2v(M) molecular sym-
metry is utilized as described in Ref. [50], and the eigenpairs are
obtained by a variant of the Lánczos iterative eigensolver. For each
value of J and each irreducible representation of the C2v(M) molec-
ular symmetry group, we employed in the calculations a complete
set of rotational basis functions, 35 potential-optimized (PO) spher-
ical DVR basis functions [48] along the r coordinate (H-H stretch),
75 PO spherical DVR basis functions along the R coordinate
(H2–He stretch), and 30 associated Legendre functions along the
Jacobian angle coordinate h. The coordinate ranges R 2 ð0;15Þa0

and r 2 ð0;4Þa0, and the atomic masses mH ¼ 1:0078250321 u,
mD ¼ 2:014101778 u, andmHe ¼ 4:0026032497 uwere employed.
Because the FELIX pulse was linearly polarized during the experi-
ments, the framework detailed in Ref. [23] could be followed for
the theoretical evaluation of the dipole matrix elements.

The second variational approach employed is the coupled-
channels variational method (CCVM) [27]. This method was
already used in Ref. [6] to compute the bound rovibrational states
of H2He+, here it is also used to compute the bound states of D2He+.
It is similar to a coupled-channels scattering calculation, but
instead of propagating the radial coordinate R to solve the CC dif-
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ferential equations it uses a basis also in R and obtains the desired
number of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian matrix with the iterative
Davidson algorithm [51]. The angular channel basis expressed in
body-fixed (BF) coordinates is described for the most general case
in Eq. (16) of Ref. [52], here it just contains symmetry-adapted
products of spherical harmonics for the internal rotation of Hþ2 in
the H2He+ ion and symmetric rotor functions for the overall rota-
tion of the ion. The spherical harmonic basis was limited to jHþ2
from 0 to 19, with even values of jHþ2 for para-Hþ2 and odd values

for ortho-Hþ2 . The r basis contained the v ¼ 0� 7 eigenfunctions
of the free Hþ2 Hamiltonian for jHþ2 ¼ 0 on a grid of 110 equidistant

points with r ¼ 0:25� 5:5a0. The basis in R, the He-Hþ2 center-of-
mass distance, was obtained as described in Ref. [6] on an equidis-
tant 357-point grid with R ¼ 2� 50a0. In order to converge also
near-dissociative states, we included 120 radial basis functions in
the 3D direct-product basis. We used somewhat finer grids in
our CCVM calculations for D2He+, but the same basis except in
the Dþ2 vibrational coordinate r where the basis was limited to
v ¼ 0� 5, because we established that this is amply sufficient for
convergence. Even values of jDþ2 correspond to ortho-Dþ2 and odd

values to para-Dþ2 . In the calculations of the vibrational bases in
the coordinates r and R, as well as in the full 3D calculations we
replaced the hydrogen atomic mass by that of deuterium.

The dipole moment surfaces (DMS) of H2He+ and D2He+ were
obtained from the ab initio values calculated on a uniform grid in
the Jacobi coordinates r;R, and h, consisting of 11900 points. The
z- and x-components of the dipole vector l in the BF frame were

replaced by spherical components: l0 ¼ lz and l�1 ¼ 	lx=
ffiffiffi

2
p

.
Then, they were fitted with the appropriate angular expansion
functions given in general in Eq. (36) of Ref. [52], which in this case
are simply Racah-normalized spherical harmonics CL;Mðh;0ÞwithM
values 0;�1 equal to the corresponding spherical dipole compo-
nents and L ranging from 0 to 14 in steps of 2. The ab initio dipole
values were calculated for R ¼ ð1;10Þa0 and r ¼ ð0:5;4Þa0. Since at
R ¼ 10a0 they are already very close to the isotropic long-range
dipole moment that originates from a charge of þe at the center
of Hþ2 and the charge-induced dipole on the He atom, they could
be extended to the largest R value of 50 a0 in our grid with the
use of the corresponding long-range formula. The extension to
the full r grid is not important, since all of the calculated 3D wave
functions have completely decayed for r < 0:5a0 and r > 4a0. After
these extensions of the dipole function, we obtained its values on
our R and r grids by cubic-spline interpolations and calculated its
matrix elements over the vibrational bases in R and r. A general for-
mula for the angular matrix elements of the dipole function over
the BF basis is given in the Appendix of Ref. [53], here it simply
contains products of Wigner 3-j symbols. Replacing the center-
of-mass coordinates and the basis of H2He+ by those of D2He+

yields the dipole function of D2He+. Finally, we generated theoret-
ical line lists for both H2He+ and D2He+ by computing the frequen-
cies and dipole transition moments for all allowed transitions
between the calculated bound rovibrational eigenstates.

3.5. Rovibrational energy levels and transitions

The rovibrational energy levels of H2He+ and D2He+, obtained by
the CCVM method, are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The
levels from the D2FOPI calculations calculated on the same 3D
potential surface all agree with these levels to better than
0.5 cm�1. This holds even for levels close to the dissociation limit,
which nicely confirms that both calculations are correct and pre-
cise. The first phenomenon one can observe in these tables is that
the lower levels of para-H2He+ and those of ortho-H2He+ have
almost the same energies, just as the lower levels of ortho-D2He+
6

and those of para-D2He+. This indicates that in their lower rovibra-
tional states the complexes are quite rigid. The levels above about
�500 cm�1 become less similar for the para and ortho species; their
energies differ more and more when they get closer to the dissoci-
ation limit. The second observation is that the spacings between
the levels with increasing values of J, i.e., the corresponding rota-
tional constants, become smaller with increasing energy. This
implies that the higher states become more and more diffuse or,
in other words, that the average distance R between the subunits
increases with the energy. Other points worth mentioning are that
D2He+ has a substantially smaller zero-point energy, i.e., a larger D0

value, than H2He+ and that D2He+ has many more bound rovibra-
tional states than H2He+.

Among the states in Tables 1 and 2 one may distinguish the
three fundamental excitations in the modes m1 � mr, m2 � mb, and
m3 � ms. The v1 ¼ 1 excited state lies above the dissociation limit
of para-H2He+, it is probably a resonance, but it is a bound state
in ortho-H2He+, because of its larger D0 value. Actually we find
two states with a substantial amount of H-H stretch character, at
energies 18.4 and 39.6 cm�1 for J ¼ 0. The band origins of the exci-
tations to these states from the ground state are 1812.3 and
1833.5 cm�1. There are two of them because the H–H stretch mode
couples with the bend and stretch modes of the H2He+ ion. In the
D2He+ ion only a single state has dominant D-D stretch character,
at �677:5 cm�1 for J ¼ 0, which corresponds to a band origin of
1317.5 cm�1. As one will see below, this is reflected in the experi-
mental spectra by the width and shape of the corresponding peaks
in the H2He+ and D2He+ spectra.

The bend fundamental mode (v2 ¼ 1) in a linear triatomic
molecule is degenerate and has a vibrational angular momentum
lv2 ¼ �1. In Table 1 this excited state is at �1153:9 cm�1 for
H2He+ and has a projection angular momentum k ¼ 1 that corre-
sponds with these lv2 values. The m2 excitation energy is thus
640.0 cm�1. Table 2 shows that the bend excited state in D2He+

has an energy of �1516:6 cm�1 and this corresponds to an excita-
tion energy of 478.4 cm�1.

The v3 ¼ 1 state excited in the Hþ2 –He stretch mode lies at
�1062:3 cm�1 in H2He+ and the corresponding fundamental exci-
tation energy is 731.6 cm�1. In D2He+, the Dþ2 –He excited state lies
at �1354:1 cm�1 and the v3 ¼ 1 band origin is at 640.9 cm�1.

A bend overtone (v2 ¼ 2) and a stretch overtone (v3 ¼ 2) state
of H2He+ can also be found in Table 1. The bend overtone level with
lv2 ¼ 0 at �659:8 cm�1 and the stretch overtone level at �538:3
cm�1, both for J ¼ 0, correspond to band origins of 1134.1 and
1255.6 cm�1, respectively. The corresponding J ¼ 0 overtone levels
of D2He+ in Table 2 are at �1103:8 and �855:4 cm�1, which corre-
sponds to band origins of 891.1 and 1139.6 cm�1, respectively.

The character of these states is illustrated in the wave-function
contour plots of Fig. 5. They are displayed for para-H2He+, but are
very similar for ortho-H2He+, except that for the latter system they
have a node determined by symmetry at h ¼ 90
. For D2He+ they
are qualitatively similar. The plot in Fig. 5(a) shows that the ground
state is quite well localized in the region of the two equivalent
minima of the PES. The wave function has equal amplitude and
the same sign in the minima for para-H2He+, and opposite sign
(not shown) for ortho-H2He+. It has a negligible amplitude between
the two minima, however, which shows that there is practically no
tunneling between the structures localized at the two minima.
Fig. 5(b), for the v2 ¼ 1 bend excited state with lv2 ¼ k ¼ 1, clearly
confirms the character of this state, it has a nodal plane in the
angular coordinate at the linear structures with h ¼ 0
 and 180
.
Fig. 5(c) for the v3 ¼ 1 Hþ2 –He stretch excited state has a node in
the radial coordinate R, which also confirms our assignment.
Fig. 5(d) and 5(e) show the v2 ¼ 2 bend and v3 ¼ 2 stretch over-
tone states, respectively. Finally, Fig. 5(f) corresponds to a higher



Table 2
Rovibrational energy levels of D2He+ from CCVM calculations. The approximate quantum number k is the projection of J on the Dþ2 –He axis R; different values of k are mixed by
Coriolis coupling. This mixing is stronger for the higher states.

ortho-D2He+, dissociation limit 0: Dþ2 ðv ¼ 0; j ¼ 0Þ + He

parity e
k J ¼ 0 J ¼ 1 J ¼ 2 J ¼ 3 J ¼ 4 J ¼ 5 J ¼ 6
0 �1995.0221 �1989.7727 �1979.2772 �1963.5420 �1942.5767 �1916.3942 �1885.0108
1 �1516.6690 �1506.3547 �1490.8943 �1470.3012 �1444.5934 �1413.7936
0 �1354.0790 �1349.2223 �1339.5127 �1324.9580 �1305.5699 �1281.3638 �1252.3591
0 �1103.9373 �1098.7694 �1088.4414 �1072.9688 �1052.3752 �1026.6926 �995.9622
2 �1048.2002 �1032.8490 �1012.3994 �986.8678 �956.2749
1 �949.6101 �940.2886 �926.3205 �907.7228 �884.5185 �856.7365
0 �855.4376 �850.9757 �842.0563 �828.6882 �810.8843 �788.6609 �762.0379
1 �700.6382 �691.0112 �676.5876 �657.3904 �633.4536 �604.8249
0 �677.5048 �672.3690 �662.1023 �646.7142 �626.2197 �600.6393 �570.0011
3 �599.8370 �581.2804 �558.2580 �530.9271
0 �619.4238 �614.7037 �605.2811 �591.1894 �572.4721 �549.1726 �521.3158
2 �572.4639 �558.3276 �539.5106 �516.0391 �487.9554
1 �530.1485 �521.9188 �509.5557 �493.0380 �472.3365 �447.4091
0 �483.4875 �479.4342 �471.3280 �459.1689 �442.9550 �422.6795 �398.3285
0 �382.0840 �376.9896 �366.8433 �351.7335 �331.8046 �307.3234 �280.5961
1 �337.4361 �334.5099 �326.8758 �315.3377 �299.5276 �277.2381
2 �327.0282 �311.7805 �291.7210 �267.1572 �238.7637
0 �311.6660 �305.8144 �294.9372 �279.8648 �261.1520 �239.1468 �214.0232
2 �259.7601 �254.7002 �244.7032 �230.5825 �212.5540
1 �247.1973 �242.0733 �236.7839 �225.9174 �211.2736 �192.2673
3 �228.1960 �210.1158 �189.2541 �165.5287
0 �238.0913 �233.4300 �224.6665 �212.0132 �195.3925 �174.5212 �149.2904
4 �183.8732 �156.5514 �128.1776
0 �199.9992 �196.4549 �189.3951 �178.8909 �165.0674 �148.0976 �124.7619
1 �169.7211 �159.7506 �145.3737 �128.7659 �111.0052 �90.9325
2 �150.5716 �139.1556 �121.6659 �97.3319 �75.3754
0 �137.6543 �134.5506 �128.3126 �118.9386 �106.5908 �91.7577 �67.5961
1 �98.0431 �92.0737 �84.0973 �74.1326 �61.0169 �43.9372
0 �94.6518 �92.6247 �88.2092 �80.4741 �68.9474 �54.3266 �37.6237
2 �86.1069 �76.6360 �63.8174 �47.4573 �26.7707
1 �71.1694 �65.6420 �57.5612 �46.9674 �33.7098 �17.5764
1 �45.4923 �37.4794 �30.9719 �24.5458 �16.9425 �8.0121
0 �41.4540 �39.5903 �35.9310 �25.4027 �12.8509 �0.4085
3 �17.2467 �10.5432
0 �22.3532 �20.1226 �15.8690 �10.0472 �4.8349
0 �6.2553 �5.2991 �3.5846 �1.2003
4 �3.3848
0 �0.9668 �0.2857
0 �0.1169
parity f

1 �1516.5355 �1505.9537 �1490.0909 �1468.9589 �1442.5737 �1410.9552
2 �1048.2026 �1032.8614 �1012.4369 �986.9560 �956.4527
1 �949.4136 �939.6975 �925.1332 �905.7327 �881.5116 �852.4893
1 �700.2484 �689.8427 �674.2530 �653.5023 �627.6222 �596.6538
3 �599.8346 �581.2626 �558.1831 �530.6921
2 �572.4646 �558.3317 �539.5257 �516.0778 �488.0266
1 �529.8007 �520.8790 �507.4863 �489.6093 �467.2293 �440.3205
2/1 �330.8432 �318.8783 �302.8029 �282.6791 �258.5664
1/2 �335.1855 �324.7660 �309.5642 �289.6898 �265.3987 �237.2096
2 �259.5189 �254.0679 �243.2481 �227.5927 �207.0277
3/1 �232.9096 �218.2846 �200.6128 �179.3465
1/3 �245.3216 �237.2610 �223.4144 �204.5902 �181.7027 �154.9819
4 �183.8870 �156.5705 �124.7799
1 �169.6786 �159.6202 �145.1664 �128.6894 �111.0092 �90.9204
2 �150.5633 �139.0587 �121.1920 �96.4356 �66.4402
1 �97.7063 �90.8449 �80.8670 �67.8617 �52.1303 �34.6110
2 �86.1104 �76.5926 �63.7232 �47.4427 �27.0960
1 �71.0678 �65.2334 �56.4480 �44.5161 �29.0851 �9.7266
1 �45.0902 �36.1980 �22.9868 �12.8517
3 �17.1834 �6.2397
4 �3.8015
para-D2He+, dissociation limit 29.4092 cm�1: Dþ2 ðv ¼ 0; j ¼ 1Þ + He
parity e
k J ¼ 0 J ¼ 1 J ¼ 2 J ¼ 3 J ¼ 4 J ¼ 5 J ¼ 6
0 �1995.0221 �1989.7727 �1979.2772 �1963.5420 �1942.5767 �1916.3942 �1885.0109
1 �1516.6691 �1506.3548 �1490.8944 �1470.3013 �1444.5935 �1413.7937
0 �1354.0790 �1349.2222 �1339.5126 �1324.9580 �1305.5699 �1281.3638 �1252.3591
0 �1103.9344 �1098.7670 �1088.4398 �1072.9682 �1052.3757 �1026.6942 �995.9646
2 �1048.1989 �1032.8483 �1012.3993 �986.8679 �956.2750
1 �949.6151 �940.2917 �926.3212 �907.7210 �884.5145 �856.7312

(continued on next page)
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Table 2 (continued)

ortho-D2He+, dissociation limit 0: Dþ2 ðv ¼ 0; j ¼ 0Þ + He

0 �855.4350 �850.9734 �842.0546 �828.6872 �810.8841 �788.6614 �762.0390
1 �700.7546 �691.0669 �676.5691 �657.3000 �633.3099 �604.6594
0 �677.4620 �672.3339 �662.0807 �646.7091 �626.2301 �600.6612 �570.0280
3 �599.8663 �581.2798 �558.2525 �530.9465
0 �618.9803 �614.3166 �604.9999 �591.0481 �572.4787 �549.2979 �521.4931
2 �572.2231 �558.1931 �539.4519 �515.9995 �487.8743
1 �530.4586 �522.0794 �509.5380 �492.8575 �472.0525 �447.1121
0 �483.3874 �479.3507 �471.2736 �459.1488 �442.9650 �422.7072 �398.3562
0 �373.8092 �369.8660 �361.8472 �349.5398 �332.7356 �311.2995 �285.2030
1 �348.8296 �340.1571 �326.8840 �309.2554 �287.8906 �263.7827
2 �320.6005 �304.3300 �284.3787 �262.0074 �237.5331
0 �298.9760 �295.8132 �289.3869 �279.4115 �265.1799 �245.3822 �219.4627
3/2 �251.8539 �241.3644 �225.9238 �205.5897
2/3 �254.3501 �241.2252 �227.0289 �210.0001 �190.0986
1 �252.0377 �240.8280 �227.1402 �210.9442 �191.4041 �167.9858
0 �234.7883 �230.8583 �222.8221 �210.4935 �193.9968 �173.6022 �149.4335
4 �181.7407 �154.5074 �122.8192
1 �194.6516 �187.0706 �175.8354 �161.0526 �142.8278 �121.2324
1 �162.1476 �152.6767 �138.4157 �119.4188 �96.2313 �72.9984
1 �115.0155 �110.5440 �103.8982 �94.8314 �82.5356 �63.0884
0 �116.1312 �112.6264 �105.9378 �96.3418 �84.3498 �70.5880 �55.1555
3 �93.6074 �80.6222 �64.2253 �44.3454
0 �92.6281 �89.7260 �83.8810 �75.1400 �63.5646 �49.1575 �32.0443
2 �67.2018 �56.5508 �43.2575 �28.3368 �11.2081
0/1 �72.7767 �70.7329 �64.0231 �54.8286 �42.4747 �26.4694 �7.6868
1/0 �69.3838 �60.9882 �47.3677 �28.8594 �7.2580 12.7821
2 �42.8938 �33.5328 �20.1733 �1.0292 14.9488
1 �21.4320 �17.3961 �11.4242 �3.5288 6.2538 20.1412
3 �7.2584 0.7089 7.6430 26.5976
0 �13.7453 �12.1959 �9.1862 �4.8452 11.0358 26.6657
1 1.3535 7.1043 14.3332 21.1633
0/1 16.6751 17.3402 19.6076 22.7282 26.0148
1/0 18.4618 21.1874 25.2904
1/0 27.3402 28.1537 29.1114
0/1 26.6910 28.2478 29.3445
parity f

1 �1516.5356 �1505.9538 �1490.0910 �1468.9590 �1442.5738 �1410.9553
2 �1048.2014 �1032.8609 �1012.4373 �986.9572 �956.4546
1 �949.4194 �939.7027 �925.1377 �905.7363 �881.5142 �852.4908
1 �700.3920 �689.9734 �674.3653 �653.5920 �627.6865 �596.6914
3 �599.8635 �581.2596 �558.1702 �530.7013
2 �572.2334 �558.2409 �539.5802 �516.2557 �488.2826
1 �530.1651 �521.1868 �507.7187 �489.7576 �467.2961 �440.3198
1 �349.8114 �342.8142 �331.5706 �315.8942 �295.7604 �271.2521
2 �320.5937 �304.0311 �282.8609 �257.3697 �228.0515
3/2 �252.5279 �243.2243 �229.6539 �211.7034
2/3 �254.4782 �240.8455 �225.6176 �206.6407 �183.8732
1 �251.5912 �239.2032 �223.5438 �204.7831 �182.6063 �156.7396
4 �181.7481 �154.5147 �122.7532
1 �194.5276 �186.7114 �175.1632 �160.0491 �141.5459 �119.8308
1 �161.9222 �151.9965 �137.0362 �117.0321 �92.2139 �65.5319
1 �114.3652 �108.7563 �100.5717 �89.8754 �76.4134 �57.2112
3 �93.5988 �80.5846 �64.1527 �44.2571
2 �67.2911 �56.7261 �43.2744 �27.7342 �10.8509
1 �70.8379 �62.7981 �51.0121 �35.7324 �17.9346 1.0107
2 �42.9583 �33.8232 �20.9170 �3.2098 18.0102
1 �21.5098 �17.5903 �11.7284 �3.8875 6.1110 20.6678
3 �7.2595 11.0208 27.0800
1 1.1218 6.6184 13.9143 21.1628
1 17.6248 20.1151 24.1565 29.3341
1 27.8931 28.6771
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excited state at �300:6 cm�1. It illustrates that, indeed, the higher
states are more delocalized and extend to larger Hþ2 –He distances
R. The non-negligible amplitude at h ¼ 90
 suggests that tunneling
between the two minima is appreciable. Some further comments
on the energy levels and the transitions between them are made
below, when we discuss the experimental spectra and their com-
parison with theory.

The frequencies and line strengths of all dipole-allowed transi-
tions between these energy levels of H2He+ and D2He+ are given in
the Supplementary Material. The dipole transition moments and
8

line strengths were calculated from the wave functions of the cor-
responding states and the ab initio dipole moment function
described in Section 3.4.
4. Low-resolution spectroscopy of H2He+

The experimental spectrum obtained for H2He+ is shown in
Fig. 6, together with a simulated spectrum based on the line lists
from the variational calculations. The D2FOPI and CCVM calcula-
tions yield indistinguishable spectra. As we used n-H2 as a precur-
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Fig. 5. Wave-function contour plots of some states in para-H2He+ with the H–H
distance fixed at r ¼ 2:1a0. Panel (a) shows the ground J ¼ 0 state at energy
�1793:9 cm�1, panel (b) the v2 ¼ 1 bend excited state with k ¼ J ¼ 1 at �1153:9
cm�1, panel (c) the v3 ¼ 1 Hþ2 –He stretch excited state with J ¼ 0 at �1062:3 cm�1,
panel (d) the v2 ¼ 2 bend overtone state with J ¼ k ¼ 0 at �659:8 cm�1, panel (e)
the v3 ¼ 2 stretch overtone state with J ¼ 0 at �538:3 cm�1, and panel (f) the J ¼ 0
state at �300:6 cm�1.
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Fig. 6. IR spectrum of H2He+ (red), recorded by counting the number of H2He+ ions
(mass 6 u) as a function of the FELIX wavenumber (cm�1), and the theoretical
spectrum (black) at 15K obtained with the line lists (transition frequencies and line
strengths) from the variational calculations. The ions have been trapped and
exposed to the pulsed radiation for 2.5 s. The dissociation limit at D0 ¼ 1794 cm�1

for the para species and D0 ¼ 1852 cm�1 for the ortho species, as well as D0=2 and
D0=3, are indicated by vertical dashed lines, providing the number of photons
necessary for the detected dissociation process. The strong peak at 1840 cm�1 is
caused by IR-active transitions into states with considerable H-H stretch character.
Further probable assignments as well as the resemblance of and differences
between the experimental and theoretical spectra are explained in the text.
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sor in the ion source, we assume that its o=p ratio of 3:1 is trans-
ferred to the o=p ratio of H2He+ generated in the ion trap. At the
cryogenic conditions of the experiment all transitions originate
from the lowest quantum levels of o=p-H2He+. At an assumed
rotational temperature of about 15 K (due to known heating effects
[54,55], the rotational and translational temperatures of the ions
are higher than the nominal temperature of the trap, 4 K), only
the lowest three levels with J ¼ 0, 1, and 2 of o=p-H2He+ are occu-
pied (in total six levels). Starting from these six levels, the FELIX
laser has probed spectral features of H2He+ in the range of 540–
1900 cm�1. Most of these features, being below the dissociation
limits of D0 ¼ 1794 cm�1 for para-H2He+ and D0 ¼ 1852 cm�1 for
ortho-H2He+, must be due to multi-photon processes (the limits
are indicated by vertical dashed lines in Fig. 6). The appearance
or non-appearance of spectral features, in comparison to the pre-
dictions provided by the variational calculations, depends on the
availability of intermediate resonant states, as well as on experi-
mental parameters such as the spectral width of the FELIX fre-
quency (typically 0.5 %) and the focusing of the beam in the trap.

The most prominent peak in Fig. 6 is the one around 1840 cm�1,
which lies just below the dissociation limit of ortho-H2He+. It has a
clearly discernible shoulder at about 20 cm�1 to the lower
wavenumber side, a separation that is larger than the FELIX band-
9

width. The observed feature nicely agrees with the simulated peak
from the variational calculations, which has a similar shoulder. In
fact, the variational calculations predict two J ¼ 0 states at 18.4
and 39.6 cm�1 in ortho-H2He+ with considerable Hþ2 stretch charac-
ter. They give rise to excitations from the ground state with band
origins at 1812 and 1833 cm�1. The VPT2 calculation predicts a
m1 ¼ 0! 1 transition at 1837 cm�1. The experimental uncertainty
is at least 9 cm�1, so the calculations agree very well with experi-
ment and suggest that the broad peak around 1840 cm�1 indeed
corresponds to excitation of the Hþ2 stretch mode, while the two
components originate from its coupling to the stretch and bend
motions of the complex. It is also possible that resonances beyond
the dissociation limit in para-H2He+ (not taken into account in the
variational calculations) contribute to this peak. As further
explained in the Conclusions and Outlook section, high-
resolution studies are needed to resolve the details.

In the two-photon region, between about 900 and 1800 cm�1,
only two weak spectral features, at 1159 cm�1 and at 1234 cm�1

(with a blue shoulder at about 1261 cm�1) are discernible. These
transitions are weak as they are not fundamentals, and because
the dissociation via a second photon leading to a near-resonant
or virtual state near 2400 cm�1 seems ineffective. By comparison
to theory (see black simulation in Fig. 6), these features are identi-
fied as transitions to the bend overtone (v2 ¼ 2) and stretch over-
tone (v3 ¼ 2), with theoretical band origins at 1133.1 and
1255.6 cm�1, respectively, see Section 3.5. Another peak at a some-
what higher wavenumber, about 1600 cm�1, which is not observed
in the experiment, is predicted by theory to originate from a tran-
sition to a level at �189:9 (for J ¼ 0) of ortho-H2He+ which corre-
sponds to a delocalized state and therefore has a rather different
energy in para-H2He+. The experimental and theoretical results
are summarized in Table 3, where we provide the most probable
assignments of the experimental features, as well.

Finally, there are two wide and unspecific experimental fea-
tures in the three-photon region below 900 cm�1. The two strong
peaks predicted by theory in this region have band origins at 632
and 732 cm�1 and correspond to the bend (v2 ¼ 0! 1) and stretch
(v3 ¼ 0! 1) fundamentals. So the observed features in the exper-



Table 3
Measured and calculated vibrational transition frequencies (in cm�1) and some assignments for the molecular ions H2He+ and D2He+. The experimental uncertainties of the FELIX
data presented in this table are typically 0.5 %. Due to the low temperature, all transitions start at ðv 00r v 00b v 00s Þ ¼ ð000Þ, with k00 ¼ 0 and J00 < 4.

molecule this work previous ab initio results
ðv 0r v 0b v 0sÞ k0 expt. VPT2(harm.) variational a [25] a [18]b [16]b [15] b [14]b,c

H2He+

(010) 1 695 d 648(721) 640.0 [640.0] 647.5 [647.5] 646 643 643 472
(001) 0 840 d 745(988) 731.6 [731.6] 733.7 [733.7] 716 718 718 732
(020) 0 1159 1258 1136.1 [1134.1] 1151.8 [1150.1] 1136 1137 960
(002) 0 1234 e 1280 1256.4 [1255.6] 1264.2 [1263.6] 1231 1231 1331
– f 0 – – 1604 1621
(100) g 0 1840 1834(1937) 1812/1833 1809/1832 1825 1844

D2He+

(010) 1 459 481 478.4 [478.4] 481 325
(001) 0 670 d 644 640.9 [640.9] 630 610
(020) 0 860 d 943 891.1 [891.1] 897 695
(002) 0 1145 1175 1139.6 [1139.6] 1117 1142
(100) 0 1309 1299 1317.5 [1317.6] 1326 1420
– f 0 1385h – 1375.6 [1376.0]
– f 0 1516 – 1511.5 [1511.6]

a The levels shown correspond to ortho-H2He+. Their para counterparts are presented in brackets where pairing is straightforward.
b The results of previous ab initio calculations have been averaged for ortho/para species and rounded.
c Calculation of Ref. [14] performed on early unreliable PES. Significant deviations.
d Due to multi-photon process, experimental signal is very broad, shifted and unspecific (see also text). Assignment of experimental signal is therefore tentative.
e Feature has shoulder on the blue side at about 1261 cm�1 which might be associated with the theoretical predictions.
f Delocalized upper state that cannot be attributed to a specific quantum number.
g The variational results assign this feature to o-H2He+. It has H–H stretch character with two components including He-stretch and bend motions of the complex (see also
text).
h Experimental signal appears as a small blue shoulder to the D-D-stretch.
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imental spectrum must be related to these fundamental transi-
tions. The extent of the observed broadening and shifting effect
remains puzzling, though such effects are known in multi-photon
spectroscopy while the spectral features should be narrower in
the case of multiple photon absorption as the profile is governed
by the absorption of the first photon. The key in understanding
the observed multi-photon phenomenon lies in the high absorp-
tion intensity of these fundamental modes (see the spectroscopic
simulations) together with the high power of FELIX at these low
frequencies, as well as the near-proximity of resonant states for
the multi-photon process. The high intensity and the Lorentzian
line-shape of the transform-limited band pass of the light source
can lead to very broad absorption features which are difficult to
separate from background fluctuations. These effects become more
and more pronounced when the number of photons increases. This
is clearly the case for the 3-photon region of the spectrum shown
in Fig. 6. In fact, the complete region shows some kind of absorp-
tion. One might argue that at least the peaks should be much more
pronounced and coincide with the theoretical peaks, if those pre-
dictions were right. However, while the absorption of the first pho-
ton is predicted much more intense, the actual features are
substantially smaller than the main feature at 1840 cm�1. Instead
these 3-photon bands are only pulled out of the background
because of the large absorption of the first photon, such that an
off-resonance absorption is observed. As a result, the spectral fea-
tures are blurred and a proper assignment is difficult. This effect is
also observed for the D2He+ spectrum as will be discussed below.
 0
 400  600  800  1000  1200  1400  1600  1800  2000

wavenumber / cm-1

Fig. 7. IR spectrum of D2He+ (red), recorded by counting the number of D2He+ ions
(mass 8 u) as a function of FELIX wavenumber (cm�1) and the theoretical spectrum
(black) at 15K obtained with the line lists from the variational calculations. The ions
have been trapped and exposed to the pulsed radiation for 2.5 s. The dissociation
limits at D0 ¼ 1995 and 2024 cm�1 as well as D0=2;D0=3, etc. are indicated by
vertical dashed lines. The good agreement between the measured and theoretical
spectra allows the assignment of all experimental features, see the summary in
Table 3. In particular, the strong band at 1309 cm�1 is identified as the fundamental
D-D stretch.
5. Low-resolution spectroscopy of D2He+

The spectrum measured for D2He+ is shown in Fig. 7, again in
combination with the spectrum simulated with the theoretically
calculated line lists. Here again, for the same reason, only the
CCVM spectrum is shown. We assume the o=p-ratio of D2He+ to
be 2:1, while only the lowest J ¼ 0, 1, 2, and 3 levels are substan-
tially populated at an assumed rotational temperature of 15 K.
Due to the lower wavenumbers of the fundamental vibrational
10
modes and the correspondingly lower zero-point energy, the PES
can host significantly more rovibrational states for D2He+. This
leads to a higher density of states which may be beneficial for
the multi-photon detection process. The smaller zero-point energy
results in dissociation thresholds for D2He+ that are higher than for
H2He+, and are calculated to be D0 ¼ 1995 cm�1 for ortho-D2He+

and D0 ¼ 2024 cm�1 for para-D2He+. They are again marked by
dashed vertical lines in Fig. 7.

A prominent and well-defined peak in the experimental D2He+

spectrum is the one at 1309 cm�1 in the 2-photon region. It is iden-
tified as the D–D stretch (v1 ¼ 0! 1) transition, which was first
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reliably predicted to be at 1326.1 cm�1 by Špirko and Kraemer
25 years ago [15]. Our variational calculations predict the D–D
stretch band origin at 1317 cm�1. Given the experimental uncer-
tainty of at about 6 cm�1 in this frequency region, this agrees well
with experiment. In clear contrast with H2He+, where we found
two states with strong H–H stretch character, only a single vibra-
tional state of D2He+ has substantial D–D stretch character. This
is reflected by the peak in Fig. 7 being narrower than the corre-
sponding peak in the H2He+ spectrum in Fig. 6 and by the absence
of the shoulder that was found in the latter peak.

Additional peaks in the two-photon region of the spectrum in
Fig. 7 are found at 1145, 1385, and 1516 cm�1. They all agree with
peaks in the simulated theoretical spectra, but only the transition
at 1145 cm�1 can be simply assigned as the Dþ2 –He stretch over-
tone transition (v3 ¼ 0! 2) with a predicted band origin of
1140 cm�1, while the others involve transitions to higher, more
delocalized states that cannot be attributed to specific quantum
numbers. Table 3 gives an overview of the peaks and their
assignment.

The peak most intense and lowest in wavenumber is the one at
about 459 cm�1. Špirko and Kraemer [15] predicted a peak at
481.2 cm�1, while our variational calculations predict a peak at
473 cm�1, due to the bend fundamental (v2 ¼ 0! 1) transition.
Probably due to the multi-photon process (about five photons are
necessary for dissociation), the experimental peak is red-shifted
compared to the theoretical predictions. The very high intensity
and compactness of this peak seems to be caused by an acciden-
tally favourable multi-photon ladder.

Furthermore, a much broader feature is found between 550 and
950 cm�1, i.e., in the region where theory predicts transitions at
641 and 891 cm�1 that are due to the stretch fundamental
(v3 ¼ 0! 1) and bend overtone (v2 ¼ 0! 2) transitions, respec-
tively. Similar to the H2He+ case, the D2He+ experimental spectrum
suffers from substantial broadening and shifting effects when three
or more photons are absorbed simultaneously, rendering the
assignment of the experimental features challenging.
6. Conclusions and outlook

Using a combination of a cryogenic ion trap machine with a
highly tunable and powerful pulsed IR source a number of IR vibra-
tional modes of the fundamental molecules H2He+ and D2He+ have
been identified experimentally at low resolution. The measure-
ments are supplemented with high-level ab initio electronic struc-
ture and first-principles nuclear-motion computations of the
rovibrational states and transitions for both ions. Unfortunately,
due to the detection via multi-photon dissociation, not all vibra-
tional states predicted by theory to be intense could be detected,
and some low-frequency features exhibit strong broadening and
shifting. Nevertheless, the important IR active and bright H–H
and D–D stretches of H2He+ and D2He+ have been observed, and
confirmed by theory, at 1840(9) and 1309(6) cm�1, respectively.
Furthermore, bands due to the fundamental and overtone transi-
tions of the Hþ2 –He and Dþ2 –He bend and stretch modes have been
observed and theoretically identified, as well as transitions to
higher and more delocalized rovibrational states of these com-
plexes that cannot be assigned to specific quantum numbers.

This work enables follow-up high-resolution IR spectroscopic
investigations, very similar to the stepwise pathway we are follow-
ing for the proton–helium complexes HHeþn [35–37]. The accurate
calculations of the rovibrational states of H2He+ and D2He+ pre-
sented here will greatly help in the interpretation of these more
detailed spectra. Prime targets of this endeavour will be the men-
tioned H–H and D–D stretches. These can be conveniently investi-
gated at high resolution using powerful quantum cascade lasers.
11
For the H–H feature at 1840(9) cm�1 we hope to resolve the two
theoretically predicted underlying ortho-H2He+ bands. As these
are below the corresponding dissociation limit, narrow rovibra-
tional lines can be expected, but a second photon will be needed
to finally dissociate the molecule. A similar approach may be
applied to the D–D stretch at 1309(6) cm�1. In order to explore
the interesting low-frequency fundamental bands heavily blurred
in this work, double-resonance experiments at much lower inten-
sities should be carried out. As an example, the wavenumber of
FELIX could be kept fixed at the 2-photon feature of D2He+ at
1309 cm�1 while scanning a high-resolution laser across the low-
frequency bands.

Once the IR spectra are known to spectroscopic accuracy, the
ground vibrational state can be investigated in detail. Rotational
spectroscopy of H2He+ and D2He+ is feasible as they possess large
permanent dipole moments in their ground vibrational state;
Meuwly and Hutson [19] predicted a value of 5.1 D for H2He+.
We find the permanent dipole moment of H2He+ at its equilibrium
geometry to be 3.46 D and the ground-state average value to be
3.76 D. The corresponding values for D2He+ are 2.20 and 2.41 D,
respectively. At the low temperatures prevailing in the trap exper-
iment, the spectrum should resemble that of a simple linear rotor,
with the transitions J ¼ 1 0 (at about 8.164 cm�1 = 244.7 GHz
for both ortho and para-H2He+) and 2 1 (at about 16.319 cm�1

= 489.2 GHz for both ortho and para) being prime targets. While
ortho- and para-H2He+ have thus very similar transition frequen-
cies for low-lying states (the degeneracy of the ortho and para
states is lifted by quantum statistics), we expect the para transi-
tions to exhibit only fine structure, with a doublet caused by the
electronic spin S ¼ 1=2, whereas ortho transitions have additional
hyperfine structure. At the current level of theory and convergence,
the variational computations predict a difference between the low-
lying ortho and para-transitions on the order of MHz, which can be
resolved in a high-resolution experiment, and give some important
hints to the magnitude of the corresponding tunneling splittings.
For ortho-D2He+, the corresponding rotational transitions are pre-
dicted to be at 5.249 cm�1 = 157.3 GHz (J ¼ 1 0) and
10.496 cm�1 = 314.7 GHz (J ¼ 2 1). Rotational spectroscopy of
these lines can be done by combining high-resolution IR dissocia-
tion with a rotational transition in a double-resonance scheme, as
recently demonstrated for the complexes CHþ3 –He and HCO+–He
[56,57]. Alternatively, a direct rotational spectroscopy scheme with
one single mm-wave rotational photon may be applied [58–61],
hindering the attachment of a second He atom to form H2Heþ2 (or
D2Heþ2 ).

Another interesting pathway to follow are studies of larger
complexes of the form H2Heþn and their isotopic variants.
H2Heþ2 , for instance, has been predicted to have a linear sym-
metric structure [62], and we calculated the dissociation for
the loss of one He atom to be on the order of only D0 ¼ 380
cm�1. In the course of this work we started to investigate
H2Heþ2 and D2Heþ2 , the full results of which will be published
elsewhere. The first results seem to indicate the H–H stretch
in H2Heþ2 to be IR inactive, being a confirmation of H2Heþ2 to
be linear and symmetric (in addition to the mass spectrum in
Fig. 2 showing Hþ2 to attach only two He atoms). It remains
an interesting question whether H2Heþ2 at higher vibrational
excitation should be considered as a symmetric molecule or
rather as a solvated H2He+–He complex.
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